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Liverpool lack cutting edge and go down at Leicester 
Leicester City ............2 Liverpool .................1  
Liverpool always seem to bring the best out of Leicester City and to their cost they 
did so once again last night. Leicester won an exhilarating match to deprive 
Liverpool of the chance of overtaking Wimbledon at the top of the League, and in 
the process levelled the accounts between the clubs at eight wins apiece.  
Leicester's start to the season had suggested that fears for their survival were 
well-founded, but on this performance they have little to fear. The goalkeeper, 
Andrews, the young sweeper Morgan, Venus and Osman were all masterly in 
defence, while in midfield, McAllister, a Scot of native inventiveness, emerged as 
the dominant influence.  
By the end they were worthy winners, Dalglish's counter five minutes from the 
end serving only to hint at what might have been had the player/manager begun 
the match instead of electing to pace himself as he did last season. Without him, 
the usual cutting edge was lacking as Rush too often found himself isolated.  
In the first half, in particular, Liverpool created enough chances to have claimed at 
least a draw. They might even have taken an early lead as Molby twice broke 
threateningly, but the Dane was the guilty party as instead Leicester claimed the 
psychologically vital breakthrough after nine minutes, fouling McAllister on the 
edge of the penalty area for his victim to curl the free-kick beyond Hooper.  
In the cut and thrust which built up dramatically from that moment, Liverpool's 
contribution was enthusiastic - sometimes too enthusiastic as MacDonald became 
the first of four bookings for the strength of his appeal for a corner, but their 
attacks foundered by more a more flexible sweeper system than that employed 
by Oxford the previous night.  
Morgan, who came to Leicester from the YTS Scheme and has progressed 
successfully enough to be included in the England under-21 squad, along with 
Andrews, proved a remarkably speedy lynchpin as he covered the gaps and broke 
forward eagerly, while Osman appeared glued to Rush's back - for most of the 
time, anyway.  
Rush, of course, cannot be contained permanently, and he gave Andrews a taste 
of his lethal finishing with two instant shots as Liverpool pressed forward for their 
equalizer.  
Leicester's attacks were less subtle and less frequent, but their pace consistently 
created barely suppressed panic in the centre of the visitors' defence, which 
Hooper's uncertainty did nothing to allay. The supporting thrusts of McAllister 
were also a constant worry and one breath-taking burst by him could have 
increased Leicester's lead before half-time, but his shot flew into the side netting.  
That attempt, close on half-time, signalled that Leicester were having more of a 
say in things, and it was confirmed 25 minutes into the second period, soon after 
Dalglish had replaced McMahon. Once again a foul received condign punishment, 
Osman's low 25 yard drive from Venus' tapped free-kick flying beyond Hooper 
after Gillespie had brought down the energetic Wilson.  
Venus had himself been booked for a less than loving embrace with Whelan, but 
his defensive qualities stood out as Liverpool tried to get back into the game. 
Finally, Dalglish at last found a way through, curling the ball into the top corner 
with his left foot, a goal which had his trademark stamped all over it.  
LEICESTER CITY: I Andrews; P Ramsey, M Venus, R Osman, S Walsh, G McAllister, R 
Kelly (sub: S Lynex), A Sealy, A Smith, I Wilson, S Morgan.  
LIVERPOOL: M Hooper; B Venison, G Gillespie, M Lawrenson, R Whelan, A Hansen, 
K MacDonald, C Johnston, I Rush, J Molby, S McMahon (sub: K Dalglish).  
Referee: C Downey (Hounslow). 

 


